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COUNTRY REPORT: CAMBODIA 
 
I. Introduction 
 
Cambodia has a high diversity of freshwater species. Fish species are complemented by a wide array of other 
aquatic animals including frogs, snails, and snakes and by aquatic plants. There are over 500 aquatic species 
recorded in the inland waters of Cambodia (Rainboth, 1996) of which around 200 species are regularly caught. 
The most commonly caught fish is the small river carp (CirrhinusLobatus). Fish are grouped into whitefish (trey 
sor) and blackfish (trey kmao). The whitefish consist of species of carp and catfish. They are involved in significant 
migrations and are commercially more important. Blackfish consist of species such as murrel and climbing perch. 
These are able to survive in swamps and wetlands all the year around and engage in only limited migrations. 
 
The Mekong has a predominance of very small fish with short breeding cycles that make use of the annual floods. 
It also has some of the largest fish such as the giant freshwater stingray, the giant catfish and the giant river carp. 
There are also many other aquatic resources such as frogs, crocodiles, water-snakes, turtles, dolphins and snails. 
In January and February each year the migration of fish from the inundated forest surrounding the Great Lake, and 
from the lake itself into the Tonle Sap River, reaches its peak. 
 
During the full-moon in these months masses of small fish migrate downstream and into the rivers. It is at this 
time that the majority of the fish catch in Cambodia is taken. 
 
Government Fisheries Reform: 

a) First Fisheries Reform: 
 

Between 2000-2011, the Royal Government of Cambodia has decided to reduce fishing lot areas around the Tonle 
Sap Great Lake for public access or public fishing household. The benefit of fisheries reform phase I, were the 
large reduction in industrial fishing, equitable distribution of economic growth, fewer conflicts and better resource 
management. 
 
As result of the reform, 78 fishing lots around the Great Lake with total areas of 541,206 hectares or equals to 
56.74 percent of the total fishing ground were abolished and transferred to local public access or so called 
community based fisheries management. 
 

b) Second Fisheries Reform (Phase II): 
 
Based on the result of 2011 on the suspending 35 fishing lots around the Tonle Sap Great lake, in 2012 the Royal 
Government has decided a Fisheries Reform Phase II in order to abolish 80 fishing lots, with total areas 412,654 
hectares locates around the Tonle Sap Great Lake and in the Kandal, Prey Veng and Takeo provinces.  
 
It is a new policy of the Royal Government of Cambodia to release fisheries domains for eliminating anarchic 
fishing activities, providing for public access and empowering fisheries resources to local community, so called 
community based fisheries management. The abolished fishing areas has been served as fish conservation zone, 
97,503 hectares or 23.63 percent and establishing community fisheries, 315,152 hectares or 76.37 percent.  
 
In this regards, the annual total production of inland capture fisheries will significantly change, particularly for 
large scale fisheries while large scale (abolished fishing) areas have been converted and empowered local 
community fisheries.  
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II. Methodology of Fisheries Data Collection 
 
Cambodian fisheries statistic and information data collection are based on Administrative Information System.  
In general, this system is commonly used to record official fisheries statistic and information whole out the country. 
Standardized form or log-book was produced by central FiA, Department of Planning, Finance and International 
Cooperation. Sub-national fisheries officers/FiA Cantonment officers who are responsible for fisheries statistic 
were trained by fisheries statistic officer from central level on how to collect data, data entry and report writing.    
At sub-national level, Division/Sangkat fisheries officers have been appointed to be data collector. Fisheries 
statistic and information data collection are collected on the monthly basic and the regular meeting is generally 
conducted monthly in order to check and clean on collected data before entering into database. Monthly report on 
fisheries statistic and information at all sub-national level/FiA Cantoments is generally sent to Department of 
Planning, Finance and International Cooperation, Fisheries Administration (FiA).  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

III. Fisheries Information 

3.1. Capture Fisheries  
Major supplies of fish come from freshwater capture fisheries, freshwater aquaculture and from imported fishes 
and fisheries products. The main fish supply in Cambodia is from Freshwater capture. However, this supply has 
annually decreased notably from around 10% to 28% for the last 3 consecutive years from 2017 freshwater capture 
fisheries, except in 2018 there was an very minor increase of 1.4% from the 2017. While the marine capture 
fisheries almost stable in from 2017 to 2021 of around 121,025 tons although there were little increase year by 
year as shown on the graph in figure 1 below. In contrast, the aquaculture production has increased sharply from 
22% to 93% from 2017 to 2020 and drop to 68% increase in 2021 when compared to the production in 2017.  
However, the total fish production of Cambodia almost stable around 918,320 tons for three consecutive years 

NIS (MOP) 
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Figure 1: Mechanism for fisheries statistic and information data collection reporting and system 
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from 2018 to 2020, while total fish production was almost equal with production of 856,331 ton when compare 
with the other years there  was an increase or a decrease of around  61,989 tons when compared to the production 
in 2017 or 2021 if calculated in percentage there was an increase or decrease of around 7% in 2017 or in 2021. 
The general trend of total fish production almost stable for the five consecutive years (see table 1).  

Table 1: Estimates of Actual Fish Catch Ranges by Source 

Source of Catch Annual Catch (tones) range in the 
year 2017-2021 

- Large scale and Middle scale Fisheries 16,625-8,700 

- Small-scale/Family Fisheries 352,470-235,850 

- Rice field fisheries 158,700-138,500 

Total inland fish catch 527,795-383,050 

- Marine catches 121,025-125,000 

- Aquaculture 207,443-348,350 

Total all Sources 856,263-856,400 
Source: Planning, Finance and International Cooperation Department, FiA (2021) 

 
Fisheries statistics suggest that catches fluctuate from year to year, in ways that often closely reflect changes in 
the annual flooding patterns. Recent annual catch estimates from the freshwater fishery are shown in Table 2. It is 
likely that even these figures are an underestimate, given their creased population, more effective fishing gear and 
greater access to fish resource since the fishing lot reforms. 
 
Table 2: Fisheries production 2017-2021 by fishing class and sub-sector (tones) 
 

Fishing Type 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Inland Caught Fish 527,795 535,005 478,850 413,200 383,050 

Marine Caught Fish 121,025 121,100 122,250 122,700 125,000 

Aquaculture 207,443 254,048 307,408 400,400 348,350 

Total Fish Production  856,263 910,153 908,508 936,300 856,400 
Source: Planning, Finance and International Cooperation Department, FiA (2021) 
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Figure 2: Fisheries Productions, FiA (2021) 

 
Fishing activity in Cambodia is divided into two broad categories: commercial or large-scale fisheries and small-
scale or family fisheries.  
 
The large-scale fishery takes place in lots that are periodically auctioned. The lots are allocated to the highest 
bidder for a period of two years. The lots exist around the Great Lake, along the Tonle Sap River, and down the 
Mekong/Bassac rivers to the Vietnamese border. There are currently 63 Dai fisheries lots. 
 
Small-scale and rice-field fisheries tend to be open-access fisheries which do not require a license. They operated 
in floodplain areas during the closed season and in rice-fields during the wet season. 
 

3.2. Catch species 
 
Inland fisheries, many Mekong fish species make extensive longitudinal migrations between upland spawning 
grounds in Northern Cambodia/Lao and feeding grounds in the lowland floodplains. A large proportion of fish-
over 500 species in the Cambodia’s Mekong River and 296 fish species in Tonle Sap Lake, and other aquatic 
animals including crabs, snails, frogs, snakes, turtles, and shrimps have been found in inland water (MRC, 2004). 
 
Table 3: Top ten species commonly caught at Dai Fishery (stationary bag-net) 
 

No. Scientific name 

1 Paralaubuca riveroi (Trey Sleukrosey, !តីស%ឹកឫស)ី) 

2 Gymnostomus labatus (Trey Riel Angkam, !តីេរ,លអ/0 ម) 

3 Gymnostomus siamensis (Trey Riel Tob, !តីេរ,លតុប) 
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4 Yasuhikotakia sp (Trey Kanhchroukleang, !តីក5678កេល9ង) 

5 Labiobarbus leptocheilus (Trey Khnongveng, !តីខ<ងែវង) 

6 Clupeichthys aesmensis (Trey Bandol Ampoa, !តីបណ@8 លអំេB) 

7 Labeo Chrynophe kadion (Trey Kaek, !តីែកCក) 

8 Acantopsis sp (Trey Rushchek, !តីឫសេចក) 

9 Pseudolais pleurataenia (Trey Chveat Kda, !តីEF តG@ ) 

10 Labrobarbus Siamensis (Trey Achkok, !តីHចម៍កុក) 

11 Other… 
 

 
 

 
(Figure 3: IFReDI, FiA 2021) 

 
3.3. Fishing Gear 
 
3.3.1. Type of Inland fishing gear 
 
Based on the Proclamation (Prakas)No. 458 of Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery date 22 October 2012 
on using fishing gear in Inland fishery.  
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In total, there are about 150 types of fishing gears found to be practiced in inland fisheries domain, of which only 
40 fishing gears are commonly used and are classified into 16 major categories, based on their principle of capture. 
The 16 major groups of the common fishing gears are as follows: 
 
Table 4: 16 major group of fishing gear 
 

No. English Name Khmer Name 

1 Capture by hand NesatDoydai Torte 
2 Scoop devices ObpakorDorng/ Dos 
3 Wounding gear ObpakorTveroyRobous 
4 Hook & Line Santouch 
5 Traps Antakh 
6 Gillnets/Entangle nets Mong 
7 Surrounding/Seine nets Oun 
8 Dragged gears ObpakorKavOs 
9 Pushed nets ObpakorChukRunh 
10 Lift nets/Dip nets Obpakor Leak 
11 Covering devices ObpakorKrongKrub 
12 Bagnets ObpakorThnokThnang 
13 Anaesthetic methods VitisasTverOySanlop 
14 Fishing by pumping NesatDoyBom Bach 
15 Attracting devices ObpakorTverOy Trey Kom 
16 Fish scaring methods ObpakorTverOy Trey Phahal 

(Source: Fishing Gear of the Cambodian Mekong, 2021) 
 

Though, there are a wide variety of fishing gears only 52 are stimulated in the Law on Fisheries of Cambodia 
(Table 5). Based on fishing gear catalogue established in 2006 showed that, the common fishing gears found to be 
practiced by small scale fishing activities or so called family fishing gears are 25 gears. Those gear types are 
commonly legally fish by villagers in all type of water bodies such as main river, stream, canal, lake, reservoir, 
pond and low land rice field. 
 

Table 5: The commercial fishing gear commonly used in Inland areas: 
 

No. English Name Khmer Name 

1 Cast Net Samnanh (សំJញ់) 

2 Drift Gillnet Mong Bandet (មងបែណ@ ត) 

3 Wedge-shaped Scoop Basket Chnangdai (E< ងៃដ) 

4 Plunge Basket or Cover Pot Ang Rot (អ!ងOត) 

5 Common Single Hook Line San Touch PhleMoi (សនQ8ចែផ%មួយ) 

6 Common fishing Rod San Touch Bor Bok (សនQ8ចបបក់) 

7 Frog Gaff Kongva Kangkeb (ក/F កែង0ប) 
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8 one-pronged Barbless Spear Snor (ស<) 

9 Hand Held Scissors Push Net Thnorng Runh (ថ<ងរុញ) 

10 Hand Dragged Seine Net Oun Os Dai (អួនអូដៃដ) 

11 Horizontal Cylinder Trap for Rice Fields Tru (!ទ8) 

12 Brush Bundle Trap Kan Som (កន)Oំ) 

13 Bamboo Tube Trap for Eel Lan On Tung (Xន់អនQង់) 

14 Paddy Gill Net Mong trey Sre (មង!តីែ!ស) 

15 Three-pronged Barbed Spear Chbok (ចY8ក) 

16 Two Pronged Eel Fork Chorng Krob (ច5ង0ប់) 

17 Trident Fish Fork Sorm (សម) 

18 Multi-pronged Eel Rake Kangva treychlonh (ច/F !តីឆ%8ញ) 

19 Brush Bundle Basket Chneang Tram (E< ង![ំ) 

20 Long Handle Circular Scoop Bag Thnorng Chrong (ថ<ងមូល) 

21 Encircling Seine Net Ounhom (អួនហ̂ុ៊) 

22 Surrounding/ Seine nets Oun(អួន) 

23 Santouch Bong Kai Santouch Bong Kai (សនQ8ចបៃង0) 

24 Hook Long Line Santouch Ronang (សនQ8ចរនង) 

25 Long Handle Triangle Scoop Bag Thnong Chrong (ថ<ង!ជOង) 

(Source: Fishing Gear of the Cambodian Mekong, 2021) 
 

3.3.2. Number of Marine fishing gear: 
 
Based on the annual meeting report produced (2021) by Department of Planning, Finance and International 
Cooperation, Fisheries Administration showed that, the total marine fishing gear by type reported from 4 marine 
provinces  are: The number of common fishing gears are: Trawl (Uon Os) 2,115; Scomberomorus gill net (Mong  
Trey Beka) 487,000; Shrimp gill net or Trammel net (Mong Bang Kear) 289,500; Crab gill net (Mong Kdam) 
527,500; Clupea gill net (Mong Trey Kbork) 83,500; Mackerel gill net (Mong Trey Kamong) 480,000; Beach 
seine (Uon Khov) 16; Encircling seine (Uon Huom)12; Tneak Sambokchang 358, 500, Mong Treysor 168,100, 
Mong Treychamros 332 000. 
 

3.3.3. Number of fishing vessels by type and gross tonmage:  
 
Table 6: The Number of Fishing Vessels from 2017 to 2021 
 

Year/Type Non 
Machine 

Machine 

<6 6<12 12<18 18<24 >24 

2017 897 3,917 2,033 92 440  
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2018 697 5,634 1,064 729 115 10 

2019 358 924 3,115 3,388 115 10 

2020 358 924 3,367 3,136 115 10 

2021 340 924 3,639 2,577 123 10 

 
Marine fishing vessels base on Power of machine (1980 to 2017). Fisheries Administration has Fishing 
vessels census in 2017-2021 base on Length of fishing vessels (6,482 to 7,552). 
 

IV. Scientific Survey/Research 
 
This system is mainly based on scientific research which is conducted by fisheries officers of the fisheries 
administration and collaboration with international organizations. Catch monitoring or CPUE survey has been 
carried out since Mekong River Commission came to support in fisheries sector in 1997. Different types of fishing 
activities have been observed in order to monitor the fluctuation of annual catch trend from year to year. The 
survey has been focused on catch monitoring from mobile fishing gears in main water bodies (Mekong and Tonle 
Sap River) and yearly observation from Dai Fishery (stationary bag-net) in the Tonle Sap River, supported by the 
Mekong River Commission.  
 
 

Standardized form or log-book was prepared through expertized consultation at regional and internal level, 
particularly experts from MRC in order to improve the method quality of data collection. Monthly catch record is 
mainly focused on species composition, leng-frequency, weight, species abundance. 
 
V. Livelihood from Fisheries 
 
5.1. Fishermen education level 
 
Based on socio-economic survey in 1998 showed that, literacy among the female household heads is lower than 
that of male household heads (Table 7). On the other hand, male-headed households have more members who can 
read or have completed a certain level of education. 
 
Table 7: Level of education of male and female in Siem Reap province. 

Level of education Male Female 
No education 64 76 
Can read only 220 76 
Primary 47 6 
Secondary 27 2 

(Source: Socio-economic survey, 1998) 
 
5.2. Religion 
 
The predominant religion in Cambodia is Buddhism. The category of “others” Contains mainly the local religious 
system of the highland tribal groups and a few minority religious groups from other countries. The pattern of 
distribution of population by religion is more or less the same in 1998 and 2008.  
 
Based on National Committee for Sub-national Democratic Committee (NCCD) district data-book report in 2009 
found that, there are no indigenous people found in the province. With a total population of 947,371, Buddhism is 
the majority which is contributed 942,708 persons, about 99.50 percents and the second majority is belonged to 
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Christianity, which is contributed 2,334 persons, follows by Islam 1,377 persons and the rest are other ethnic 
minority group.  
 
 

Table 8: Population by Sex and By Religion 
 

Religion Sex Total Male Female 
Buddhism 450,731 491,977 942,708 
Islam 691 686 1,377 
Christianity 1,160 1,174 2,334 
Other 500 453 953 

Total 453,082 494,290 947,371 
Source: NIS, 2008 

5.3. Number of fishermen in eight selected provinces 
 
Based on socio-economic survey in 1998 indicated that, about 5.65 million people (60% of total national 
population) live in these provinces; 4.19 million reside in 562 communes within 51 fishing districts. Households 
in about 328 (58%) communes in the fishing districts have a significant dependence on fishing and these are 
defined as fishing dependent communes, to be called fishing communes hereinafter. 
 
Table 9: Number of fishermen in eight selected provinces 
 

No. of Province Population Population of Fishing 
Phnom Penh 833,872 295,189 
Kandal 905,840 762,151 
Kampong Cham 1,464,000 1,118,749 
Kampong Chhnang 244,434 244,434 
Siem Reap 637,451 476,026 
Pursat 322,852 276,816 
Battambang 694,854 580,005 
Kampong Thom 546,791 438,279 

(Source: Socio-economic survey, 1998) 
5.4. Age ration of fishermen 
 
Nearly 87% of the household heads belong to the working age group 16-61 years, while 11% are below 31 years 
old. Table also shows that the population in fishing communes consists of a relatively large number of young 
children, nearly 58% are below 21 years old, and 32% are below 10 years old.  
 

Table 10: Age ration of fishermen 
Age Group Male Female 

16-20 years 12 1 
21-30 years 523 54 
31-40 years 1,229 206 
41-50 years 1,182 275 
51-60 years 743 205 
>61 years 457 230 

(Source: Socio-economic survey, 1998) 
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5.5. Number of fishery household 
Up to present time, the total households who are depend directly and indirectly on fishing activities have not been 
identified. Therefore, the need of social economic survey the current status and number of households depends on 
fishing activities and other related to fisheries resource is necessary needed. 
 
5.6. Size of fishing household 
Based on the socio-economic survey conducted in 1998 in seven provinces showed that, the average size of sample 
household from the 7 provinces is between 5 to 6 members. It is noted that, there is no much significant difference 
in household size of the representative geography of the country.  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Size of fishing household in the seven target provinces (Source: Socio-economic survey, 1998) 

 
5.7. Labors participating in fisheries 

Based on socio-economic survey in 1998 in four provinces Kampong Chhnang, Kampong Cham, Kandal and Siem 
Reap showed that, an average size of family labor by sex by province. An average of family labor size is 3 in all 
sample provinces in total 695 of family labor by sex and provinces are not significantly in this survey sample size. 
Moreover, they have 191 (27.48%) labor of family in Kampong Chhnang province and 109 (15.68%) are male 
and 82 (11.82%) are female labor. Therefore, in Kampong Cham have 160 (23.02%), an average labor by male 87 
(12.52%) and female 73 (10.50%). 

Table 11: Average size of family labor by sex and province 
Province 

 

Male Female Total Average 
size of hh. No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) 

Kampong Chhnang 109      15.68  82      11.80  191      27.48                  3  
Kampong Cham 87      12.52  73      10.50  160      23.02                  3  
Kandal 97      13.96  76      10.94  173      24.89                  3  
Siem Reap 100      14.39  71      10.22  171      24.60                  3  

Total 393      56.55  302      43.45  695     100.00                  3  
(Source: Socio-economic survey, 1998) 

An average size of family labor participated in fishing activities in four provinces Kampong Chhnang, Kampong 
Cham, Kandal and Siem Reap in Table 15 indicated the number of labor used in fishing activities. In generally, 
family labor was higher family size by province is 2.40. The number of people usually to fishing activities is 
ranged between 1- 11 persons in Siem Reap province. Contrarily, in average family size higher in Kampong 
Chhnang 2.63 and people use to fishing activities ranged only from 1-7 and other rest of provinces is no 
significantly by average of family labor participated in fishing activities. 
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VI. Conclusions 

Currently, even though fisheries administration has involved many years in conducting scientific survey on 
fisheries statistic and information data collection with regional and international technical and financial support 
(Mekong River Commission (MRC), WorldFish Center, FAO and SEAFDEC), but some constraints have been 
arisen. The constraints which is usually occurred in the process of fisheries statistic and information data collection 
are related with small-scale fishing gears are highly diverse complexity of ecosystem, no proper landing places 
catch by small-scale fishing gears land everywhere which is caused in data collection, small-scale fishers are free 
to enter into fishing business difficult to control in terms number of fishers, fishing gear used, small-scale fishing 
gears are not requested for registration, according to the Law on Fisheries in Cambodia., cheap fishing gears, this 
makes it easy for people to cuter into fishing business especially in time of hardship. It is hard to define the number 
of common fishing gear due to the duration of using those gears is only for one year (i.e. floating net), knowledge 
of fisheries officers at Cantonment level is still limited, lack of fisheries officer and financial support in collecting 
fisheries statistic and information, most of local fishers are illiterate, which is the main constraint in the process of 
data recording, mobilization of fisher from one place to other places during peak season.   
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